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An Altered Bank Note
By Herbert Ecdeston, M.D.

The original note as issued by the Commercial Bank of Perth Amboy

"The Mount Holly Bank" has been substituted for "The Commercial Bank." "Mount Holly" has been
substituted for "Perth Amboy." Note erasures.

In the era when thousands of banks issued bank notes
by the tens of thousands. some of the circulatory notes
were altered bank notes. Altered notes were notes of a
defunct bank which were changed in some respect by
individuals of questionable character to resemble notes
of a bank which was in business and solvent. Usually
such alteration was done on notes of banks long distances
apart to aid in the deception. However, I would like
to describe an altered note of one New Jersey bank on
another New Jersey bank not too far away. The banks
involved in this instance are the Commercial Bank of
New Jersey and the Mount Holly Bank.

The Commercial Bank of New Jersey was located in
Perth Amboy. It was one of the earlier banks in the
state, having been established in 1822. This bank went
out of business shortly after 1856. The Mount Holly
Bank of Mount Holly, New Jersey, 50 miles from Perth
Amboy, was established in 1862.

The altered note is a $5 note of the Commercial Bank
of New Jersey on which the title of the bank was erased
and the title of the Mount Holly Bank neatly printed over
the erasure. The erasure marks are clearly evident. The
name of the town was also changed by erasing the origi-
nal and substituting Mount Holly in its place. As can
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The erasure is clearly evident in this composite photograph.

The president's signature was not changed.

be seen in the accompanying enlargement. the signatures
of the cashier and the president were not altered. The
date is also interesting in that both notes are dated
September 1. 1856. It will be noted from the previous
remarks that the Mount Holly Bank was not established
until 1862. and so would hardly print a note six years
before its inception.

As evidenced by the number of bank note reporters
and counterfeit detectors available describing altered,
raised and counterfeit notes, many altered notes were
in circulation. However. notes altered from one bank
of a state to another bank in the same state were uncom-
mon, hence the description of this note.
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Note the signature of cashier was not changed. Note erasure around "Mount Holly."

Note erasure where Mount Holly was substituted.
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